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Plot Progress:
42
Corn Plots Planted

Variety Plots Update:

Goal: 40 Plots

Today is the first of June and we finished
up with corn plots this week! We exceeded
our goal as a company of 40 corns plots, as
we have a total of 42 in the ground and
growing. With the wet spring we’ve had in our
Ballville and Norwalk territories, that’s put a
delay on getting the rest of our soybean plots
in. With more rain in the forecast, it’s still
uncertain if we will accomplish our goal of 20
Xtend plots and 12 Liberty Link plots, as some growers are trying to race to beat
mother nature, and just get all of their crops in the ground. Of the soybean plots that
are in the ground, they are off to a great start!
Interns are out every 10-14 days scouting these variety plots. Looking for visible
differences amongst all of the different varieties is just one of the many things interns
look for when scouting. They also look for nutrient deficiencies, spacing issues and
disease/insect/weed pressure; anything that could be a yield contributing factor.

If you would like more information on a plot or trial, please
contact your Sunrise Agronomy Solutions Advisor.

11

Xtend Soybean
Plots Planted

Goal: 20 Plots

6

Liberty Link Soybean
Plots Planted

Goal: 12 Plots

Dial in on the Trial:
As described in our first issue, Sunrise is engaging in some product
trials from our PCT | Sunrise lineup. This week we are dialing in on the
StandUp™ Fertizol™ trial. Fertizol is a first-of-its-kind chelate that can
be added directly to starter fertilizer on both corn and soybeans. Fertizol
makes the nutrients in your starter, as well as the nutrients in your soil,
more available.
The picture to the right shows a treated-untreated line of Fertizol. The
untreated area (left side of picture) received StandUp™ Premium P Corn
Starter. The plants treated with Fertizol (right) are measuring 2-3 inches
larger in height and are also about a growth stage ahead of the plants just
treated with StandUp™ Premium P Corn Starter.
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For more information on Fertizol and the rest of the PCT | Sunrise lineup, please visit our website:

www.pctnutrients.com
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